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Abstract: thee international context of saving
energetic resoources, supportted by nationaal laws such ass law
199/2000 regaarding the efficcient use of eneergy, we proposses to
develop a new
n
intelligentt system, bassed on distribbuted
measurement systems, inteended at saving the resouurces
consumed in buildings, coonsidering eacch buildings usage
u
specificity. The
T
concept is based onn new trends
ds in
environmentall design, nameely the conceptts of e-buildingg and
environmentall intelligence. As a technicaal achievementt, the
system have three main components: a data acquissition
component, a storage, proceessing and pressentation compoonent
and a commannd and control component andd it is able to coontrol
the main energgy consumptionn devices from an
a building: cliimate
control system
m, illumination and
a water distribution system.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
In the globbal context of saaving energy annd natural resouurces,
we have notiiced an uncovvered area relaated to the ennergy
rehabilitation or the designn of new builddings, consistinng in
actively savinng energy and resources insidde the buildinggs, by
reducing conssumption througgh monitoring and adapting liights,
acclimatizationn systems’ funnctions or sanitaary spaces to users’
u
habits, considdering a numbeer of factors. Therefore,
T
usingg the
concept of ennvironmental inntelligence, wee tried to devellop a
distributed measurement
m
annd control syystem for effiicient
consumption of energy andd natural resourrces within intterior
spaces, maintaaining however the comfort levvel

2. CONTEX
XT
2.1 Internatioonal context
In additioon to researchh activities, the Commissionn has
recognized thaat ICTs and IC
CT-based innovvations may proovide
one of the pootentially most cost-effective means for Meember
States to achiieve the 2020 target. The tw
wo Communicaations
adopted in May
M 2008 [COM
M(2008) 241] and
a in March 2009
[COM(2009) 111] are a firrst step towardds creating a policy
p
framework thaat will allow thhe energy-savinng potential of ICTs
to be widely recognized andd exploited. With the right poolicy,
ICTs can enabble a new revoluution in energy efficiency.
2.2 National context
c
The speciific consumptioon for buildinng heating andd hot
water in Rom
mania have valuues about doublle to those from
m EU
countries; as a direct conseqquence also polllutant emissionns are
higher. Acordding to Mladin E.C
E et al. 20055 research studdy the
structure of ennergy consumpption in annuaal energy balannce of
an average appartment built inn the period off 1970-1985 is 21%
for air conditioning, 55% foor heating, 10%
% gas consum
mption
and 14% for liighting.
It is notedd that of the annual energyy consumption of a
building irresppective of its use,
u the thermall energy for heeating

and domestic hot water
w
is the maiin annual energ
gy consumptionn
by about 75%. In
I all residenntial buildings, in Romania,,
efficciency of heatt used for heeating, hot waater and foodd
prep
paration is only 43% of the am
mount of the prrovided heat byy
sourrces which is unacceptably
u
low. Unlike Ro
omania, of thee
totall final energyy consumptionn in the EU,, buildings inn
resid
dential and teertiary sectors of the mem
mber countriess
conssume 40.7%, beeing first, before transport and industry

3. MAIN
M
MOTIV
VATION
To
T achieve a syystem able to rreduce consump
ption of energyy
and natural resourcces, in terms of maintaining the comfort levell
of buildings
b
with various
v
purposses rises from both economicc
and social situation existing at national and
d internationall
prev
viously said.
In
I many builddings which hhave been imp
plemented withh
projeects to reducee energy consuumption was found
f
that thee
diffeerence betweeen measured consumption and the onee
projeected to be achhieved is disapppointingly high,, in some casess
prob
bably due to the use in the foorecasting and planning
p
of thee
systeems, only of faactors which didd not take into account issuess
conccerning the desstination of theese spaces, theiir mode of usee
and maintenance prrocess of facilitties.
In
I some projectts to rehabilitatee buildings in terms
t
of energyy
efficciency were considered
c
onlly the passivee elements too
consserve heat, namely were performed inssulation work,,
inclu
uding facilitiess changing byy replacing old
d heating andd
indiv
vidual air conditioning ssystems with general air-cond
ditioning system
ms. In these caases, were foun
nd decreases inn
operrating costs andd thus consumpttion by up to 20
0%.
For
F both new buildings and rehabilitation projects
p
of oldd
build
dings, have beggan to be used more solutions to conserve orr
redu
uce energy use in air conditionning (Rousseau et all 1994) orr
in th
he process of water
w
heating or by using off solutions thatt
transsform the solarr energy into eelectricity or heeat or solutionss
that use wind poweer to provide nnatural ventilatio
on in buildingss
or to
o be convertedd into electriciity. Also it is noted that thee
interrest of housingg developers iis granted for the use of ann
increeasing percentaage of resourcess which are refeerred above.
The
T main goal from the mom
ment of control classic
c
systemss
deveelopment for the things that aree related with th
he comfort wass
the minimize
m
of thee energy consum
mption.

4. THE
T
SYSTEM
M AND THE CHALLENG
GES
Applications
A
of the intelligennt methods in
n the buildingss
conttrol systems apppeared in a largger scale in the second half off
the 90’s.
9
The artifiicial intelligencce techniques arre used both inn
conv
ventional buildiings control syystems and also
o in bioclimaticc
build
dings. For the subsystems coontrol in intelliigent buildingss
(Lop
pez L et al 20004) has been deeveloped optim
mized intelligentt
conttrol systems by including a serries of evolution
nal algorithms.
The
T synergy between
b
neurall networks tech
hniques, fuzzyy
logicc and evolutioonal algorithm
ms underlying Computationall
Intellligence is moree used in the buuildings control systems.

To solve the problem caused by non-linear characteristics of
thermal comfort and physiological indices, of the times of delay
and uncertainty of system algorithms include some adaptive
fuzzy control techniques (Dounis AI, Manolakis DE 2001) for
optimal comfort control and of economic comfort (Federspiel
CC, Asada H, 1994). For water heating systems have been
developed and successfully implemented a series of controller
which use Neural algorithm -Back Propagation (Levermore
GJ, 1992). Neural networks have been widely used in
applications for energy saving in buildings in condition of
maintaining or increasing comfort in Japan (Asakawa
K,
Takagi H,1994) where they were embedded in commercial
products such as air conditioning, heating plants, washing
machines, etc..
To receive benefit of the advantages offered by the control
systems mentioned above in a way related to the level of a
building is necessary to use a distributed monitoring and
control system, able to take data and execute commands in
some components of control energy systems building.
One of the issues outstanding in this area is represented
by the fact that there are currently few solutions available on
the market able to do one internal environmental control
parameters taking into account all the above elements
(Trandabat A et all 2009). More specifically, most of the
existing controllers are focused either on the analysis of the
particularities of the building, either on the primary analysis of
human behavior but only in terms of a single controlled
element: either heating appliances or air conditioning or
lighting installation without link these controllers so as to
obtain an increased effect of global energy saving, referring to
all parts of the building systems.
To have such an approach we need an information network
capable to take data and send commands linked to the entire
arsenal of consuming energy systems or natural resources in the
building. A solution that we will use to solve this problem is
offered by wireless sensory networks (Pislaru M. et al 2009).
Development of microelectronics and miniaturization of
mechanical structures led to the development of autonomous
sensory nodes in terms of power, size increasingly smaller as
the full registration process and communication functions these
sensor nodes can form ad hoc network which in turn form the
distributed sensor systems that are able to acquire data and
process information from different situations. Such wireless
sensor network has a tolerance to failure and a higher
measurement accuracy than conventional monitoring systems,
and normally these types of networks are less expensive both in
the acquisition and implementation and in operation compared
with alternatives solutions available that use only a few isolated
sensors coupled to data transmission systems. An advantage of
using these distributed networks of wireless sensors is that it
can be located in difficult areas to continuously monitor the
parameters of that area, and to process and transmit the data
acquired a wide variety of applications.
Wireless sensory networks being able to monitor the
environment where they are located, to process information and
make decisions based on previous comments have pointed out
especially the last time, being a viable alternative for the
developed applications in various fields based on classical
networks.
To identify the elements and challenges of the project I will
enumerate them separately on each component module of the
system in part.
The main challenges in implementing module of data
acquisition, are that will be studied and performed
communication protocols, between network nodes sensory of
the building, who allowing data communication between
network nodes, so that in case if a nod failure, it can be reported
and nodes use like a routing point aren’t scrapped, but can
continue the bidirectional transfer of dates from other adjacent
nodes. Another element to be considered is the transmit power
and data transfer protocol that, depending on the type of

building, construction materials and the distance between
nodes, to ensure the transfer of data between network nodes
with high confidence and also to increase life of a node.
For component storage, processing and presentation of
information, the main elements to be studied and solved are
related on implementation of database, the configuration it, the
query mode and not at least by securing and controlling access
to these data. We have studied the structure of databases in
terms of number, type, conditions and resources monitored so
that data supplied to logic controllers lead to their behavior as
appropriate to the intended purpose: energy efficiency,
increased comfort.
The questions that we have to respond in achieving a more
effective implementation of intelligent module for command
and control are related to parameters monitored, the conditions
that can be transmitted in order to reduce consumption system,
which are normal values, which are the limits the system
should be within, what represent the optimal thermal comfort
and visual limits. Eventually, by implementing an intelligent
system that uses as data drive, data storage component, the
system can identify the user’s preferences, based on history and
using these constraints to be able to redefine for user, the
comfort parameters and the solution for minimum consumption
of resources.

5. CONCLUSION
In the global context of saving energy and natural
resources, we have noticed an uncovered area related to the
energy rehabilitation or the design of new buildings, consisting
in actively saving energy and resources inside the buildings, by
reducing consumption through monitoring and adapting lights,
acclimatization systems’ functions or sanitary spaces to users’
habits, considering a number of factors. Therefore, using the
concept of environmental intelligence, we developed a
distributed measurement and control system for efficient
consumption of energy and natural resources within interior
buildings spaces, maintaining however the comfort level.
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